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An Attempt to Consider
“Blank and Bleak” Imagined Scenery of Old Age
Miho KUBOTA
As an inspiring viewpoint about aging, it was considered how getting old can be paradoxically 
“Fresh and new-born” in the author's paper （Kubota, 2016）. In this paper, another aspect of old age,“Blank 
and Bleak” Imagined Scenery is considered that might be inevitable, although rarely noticed and often passed 
over.
To find the key of this theme, narratives of war experiences were considered. Listening to elderly 
people talk, images of war sometimes seem to be similar to experiences of getting old. It showed that old age 
is a war, and with this war experience a person comes to be a “warrior” again in the process of aging. It also 
showed that such warriors fight a  “silent struggle”in daily life , from which  “Fresh and new-born” Old Age 
can appear at times.
Keywords: war experience, overlap of some images, powerful force of concealing the facts
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